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Classroom Embedded Assessment [CEA] Title: Particle Model 
 

a. Targeted Performance Expectation(s) 

5-PS1-1. Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small to be seen. [Clarification Statement: Examples 
of evidence supporting a model could include adding air to expand a basketball, compressing air in a syringe, dissolving sugar in water, and evaporating 
salt water.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include the atomic-scale mechanism of evaporation and condensation or defining the unseen 
particles.] 

 

b. Learning Goal(s) 

1. Conceptualize matter as composed of invisibly tiny particles 
2. Represent matter as collection of particles (beginning of model) 
3. Describe how this particle-level model can be used to explain macroscopic shape and volume properties of different 

states of matter 
 

c. Instructional Context 

a. This CEA is administered at the beginning of a unit - after the initial 1-hour lesson of the first 5th grade science unit on 
“Properties of Matter.” 
The CEA task below was given at the beginning of the next day as a warm-up. 
 

b. Lesson Summary: 
 Introduce scientific modeling (a way of thinking about and understanding how something works) 
 
[See Tretter & McFadden, (2018). People as particles: Modeling structure and properties of matter with fifth graders. Science and 

Children, 56(4), 67-73.] 
 
 People-as-particles model a solid (students think, plan, then do. For example, model might have students with arms 

linked to show the particles in a solid are locked in place). Different shapes that do/don’t fit a particular corner of the 
room – to illustrate that shapes of solids don’t change. 

 People-as-particles model a liquid (students think, plan, then do. For example, students may slide past each other but 
don’t move away – stay within touching distance). “Pour” liquid (the group of students modeling a liquid) into a corner 
of room to illustrate how a liquid changes shape to take the shape of the container. 
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 People-as-particles model a gas (students think, plan, then do. For example, students may move independently and fill 
room). This can model how a gas will expand to fill whatever container it is in. 

 Discussion of people-as-particles modeling- strengths and weaknesses 
 (time permitting) Use particle model to explore dissolving (9 students are a cube of salt with elbows linked, others are 

water particles that pull apart the salt particles one-by-one to model process of dissolving.) 
 Use particle model to think about different scenarios (e.g. large vs. small piece of salt, stirring the water) 

 
d. Student Task/Prompt  

Students were given the following prompt at beginning of second class as a warm-up: 
Create a trifold (one section each for solid, liquid, gas) with two parts: (a) create your own model for each type of 
matter; (b) write a description of your models. 
 
[Comment on prompt: The directions to students were quite broad and non-specific, which after this first lesson is intended to 
acquire a better understanding of what students are really thinking at this early stage in the unit.] 

 
e. Success Criteria 

Primary question the CEA is providing information about: 
 Did student represent particle-level perspective or macroscopic perspective (divides students into two groups – 

“yes” and “no”) 
 

Then for each group, there are subquestions about the nature of the model they represented (see below) 
 
Group I: IF PARTICLE LEVEL 

i) Was spacing between particles appropriately indicated (greatest for gas, least for solid)? 
ii) Was size of particles the same for each model (e.g. NOT getting bigger for gas)? 
iii) Did particle model change shape to “fill” the container when gas, and take shape of container when liquid? 
iv) Was written description indicating any of the points above? NOTE: i)-iii) is about what particles are doing, and iv) is 

about how particle-level thinking leads to macroscopic properties of shape, volume. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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[BONUS below – not a target of the first lesson, but are upcoming ideas…] 
v) Was motion of particles indicated (fastest for gas, slowest for solid)? 
vi) Was number of particles consistent across models (Leads to 5-PS1-2 conservation of mass concept)? 

 
Group II: IF NOT PARTICLE LEVEL 
i) Were macroscopic properties appropriate (shape, volume)? 
ii) Any evidence that they understood what “create a model” or “describe…” really is calling for? 

 
 
f. Next Instructional Steps 

NEXT INSTRUCTIONAL STEPS FOR GROUP I (are using particle-level model) 
These students demonstrate thinking at particle level, so work with them to focus on the nuances above - items i) – vi). It is 
unlikely that any student carefully included attention to all of the properties above, so perhaps work with groups of 
students on: 
- Spacing 
- Motion 
- Number 
- Size 
- Overall macroscopic shape 
- Overall macroscopic volume 

 
This group will soon be ready to use particle-level thinking to understand phenomena (e.g. dissolving, mixing, conservation of 
mass, evaporation, …). 
 
Guide student thinking to using particle-level model to answer “why” questions (Why does dissolving happen faster if you stir 
it? Why does sugar dissolve faster in hot water than cold?) 
 
---------------------------- 

NEXT INSTRUCTIONAL STEPS FOR GROUP II (not yet demonstrating particle-level thinking) 
- Probe further if particle-level thinking was there but not represented.  
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- Perhaps craft more experiences with particle-level models to construct larger objects (e.g. build Lego structures, sand 
castle pictures, pointillism pictures, pixelated pictures) as concrete manifestations for how particle-level thinking 
relates to macroscopic phenomena (shape, “pouring” sand, …) 

- Connect those particle-level models to matter more broadly (“even though we can’t see the particles of water, …) 
- Explore instruction on what it means to “create a model” with a focus on this SEP because it is likely some students don’t 

really know what was being asked if this is the first time they were asked to create a model. 
 
 
g. Student Work Samples 

 
Student A DOES have particle-level model. Spacing is appropriate (more space for gas, tighter for solid). Size of particles not 

changing. The number of particles is not something they paid attention to, and were not asked to since there was no indication that 

these 3 models were of the exact same quantity of substance. The shape/volume description is appropriate, but not explicitly connected 

to the model. 
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Student B DOES have particle-level model. Spacing appropriate. Size of particles seems to grow a bit for gas compared to solid. 

Number of particles not yet something being thought about (see comment for Student A – students not asked to think of number yet). 

The descriptions accurately describe spacing and motion of particles. Did not address shape/volume as Student A did. NOTE: the very 

broad and open-ended prompt permits students to take their description in different directions. This is actually a strength of the CEA 

since it offers teachers a window into student thinking before providing more guidance on what to address in subsequent instruction. 
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Student D DOES NOT have a particle level model. The descriptions of shape and volume, however, are accurate. Appears to retain an 

exclusively macroscopic (and correct) view of the nature of matter at this point. 
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Student F DOES NOT have a particle-level model. By contrast with student D above, this student’s descriptions does not add any new 

information and instead merely indicates what the picture is. This student may benefit from more explicit instruction on what is being 

requested by “describe your model” since their direction was to describe (explain) what the drawing is rather than how this might be 

useful for thinking about how solids, liquids, and gasses are same and different. 
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h. Reflection and Revision 

a. Consider a follow-up CEA on the next day being more explicit about what to focus on in the model (e.g. spacing, size, etc.) 
if want to get a good assessment of those concepts. Having the first CEA very broad gives a good indication of student 
thinking, and then subsequent prompts asking for more explicit detail (spacing, shape, number, etc.) can offer more fine-
grained window into student thinking. 
 

b. Consider for follow-up CEA to edit the second part from “write a description…” to “Use your model to explain why shape 
and volume does or does not change for each” (in order to more explicitly teach students to use their model as a thinking 
tool…). Keeping the prompt for the first CEA as “describe your model” offers opportunity for students to clarify the 
thinking that went into their drawing. 

 

 


